
The Multitude of Threats Facing Today’s Retirees
The stakes are very high. Global economic and geopolitical uncertainty are rising, and many experts 
agree that risks to dollar-denominated “paper” assets are great:

• Record global debt -- roughly $250 trillion and climbing; 75% higher than in 2007

• Prospect of rising inflation

• Increasing interest rates

• Strategic international attacks on the U.S. dollar spearheaded by China and Russia

• Growing possibility of conflict between major powers

• Damaging effects of global trade wars

• 2016 federal rules that changed the solid cash-account nature of money market funds

• Effects of a record-length, dying bull market

Good News: There IS Something You Can Do if You Take Action Soon
The key is alternative assets that give you more control outside of the banking system and the stock 
market. Please read more on the next page.

Special Notice from Augusta Precious Metals’ Research Team

Market Alert

Gold and silver can be valuable additions anytime to help investors protect their 
savings (including hard-earned retirement accounts). However, recent events have 
prompted us to add this special alert to our investment folder. However, recent events 
have prompted us to add this special alert to our investment folder. Stock market 
volatility appears to have subsided for the moment, but underlying conditions still 
threaten stock stability: uncertain interest rates, discord in global trade, unchecked 
global debt, heightened political tension and the extremely high valuations of risk 
assets such as equities and real estate. Please examine this material carefully, so 
you can be informed and make prudent and timely investment decisions. When 
you are ready, please contact us to learn what you can do now.



Market stresses are mounting, and the economic environment is becoming increasingly challenging for 
the average investor. Individual portfolios must be configured for maximum resiliency.

That means you should make sure your asset base includes alternative assets that historically have been 
fundamentally uncorrelated with equities. One such asset is precious metals, which have nothing to do 
with banks or the stock market.

Precious Metals have Provided Financial Protection for Generations
Gold and silver have a history of rising substantially in price during periods of great volatility. Please see 
the chart below for one example and ask your Augusta gold and silver specialist for more background.

The Secret Investment You Could Have Put Your Money into During 
the Great Recession
As you can see in the chart, from October 2007 to 
December 2009, the global economy was in turmoil, 
but gold climbed 60%. 

If investors who stayed in equities then had moved 
just some of their savings into gold and silver, imagine 
how different it might have been.

Take Steps Now – Not Later – To Prepare for What Could Be Coming
No one knows for sure what form the compromised market will take. But it’s not too late to prepare and 
avoid potentially losing portfolio value.

Precious Metals: Rock-Solid Stores of Value When You Need Them Most

How Gold and Silver Could Help Offset Your Risk
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Call Augusta as soon as possible.
Avoid the distress you may feel when the market drops and you haven’t taken steps to protect your 
savings! Ask Augusta about market risks, precious metals benefits, and strategic gold/silver options.


